Introduction
Financial markets incorporate new information into asset prices by matching buyers and sellers. They thereby facilitate the discovery of what the price of an asset should be.
Nowadays this "price discovery" role of financial markets can take place across separate exchanges and instruments, as many securities and derivatives based on the same underlying asset may trade on multiple venues. In the case of such a multiplicity, there may be variation in the share with which each market's trades contribute to discovering the one true price of the underlying asset. Knowledge of these so-called information shares of different markets would benefit both investors concerned with price informativeness and adverse selection risk as well as policy makers investigating the determinants of price efficiency. Existing studies often assume the contributions of different markets to price discovery are constant at least over the course of the day. We analyze intraday variation in price discovery, and consider which factors may explain such variation.
The measurement of price discovery requires isolating informative price movements from noise. Observed price changes constitute the most obvious indicator of price discovery. However, they form an imperfect measure as observed prices are susceptible to transitory mispricing, caused by noise trading or temporary order imbalances, for example. In contrast, when security prices absorb new information due to informed trading, these price changes last permanently. Hasbrouck (1995) demonstrates that the above implies the existence of co-integration relationships between securities prices and develops a framework exploiting these to distinguish permanent and transitory price changes. His work initiated a booming literature on price discovery measures and information shares.
Early studies, like Hasbrouck (1995) , effectively assume the contributions of different trading venues to the efficient price innovations to be constant over time, or at least for the sample period used for estimation. However, the pace of change in the characteristics of exchanges and securities -such as increases in trade volume and electronization of trading mechanisms -makes this assumption implausible. Based on these motivations, the more recent literature mostly divides the sample into short sub-periods, and typically considers daily measurements of information shares (Chakravarty, Gulen and Mayhew, 2004; Hasbrouck, 2003; Mizrach and Neely, 2008, among others) .
In spite of providing a higher level of sophistication, measurements of information shares at the daily frequency are unable to keep up with the current pace of financial markets and available data. Current information share methodologies are not able to answer questions about differences in price discovery across different parts of the day or the digestion of public news, most of which happens in a matter of minutes, if not seconds. A growing body of studies infer intraday variation in informed trading indirectly from the dynamics in other market characteristics, such as liquidity, depth and volatility in limit order markets (Ahn, Bae and Chan, 2001) , asymmetric information proxies and trade volume before and after public announcements (Chae, 2005) or predictions of a model with informed and uninformed traders (Lei and Wu, 2005) .
In this paper we consider the possibility of examining intraday variation in information shares directly. We propose a novel method to capture the intraday dynamics of price discovery based on the structural time series model of Hasbrouck (1995) . In this structural model, the observed price series depend on a single underlying latent true price. Differences between the observed prices and the latent price consist of two components. On the one hand, these pricing errors are linked to the innovations to the latent true price capturing lagged adjustment or over-reaction to information. On the other hand, they stem from uncorrelated errors representing dynamics like noise trading. Following De Jong and Schotman (2010) , information shares in this model can be expressed as a function of the structural model parameters, including the variances of the latent price innovations and the uncorrelated errors. We construct a state space model, in which the innovation and noise variances vary throughout the trading day in the form of flexible Fourier functions. This naturally leads to time-variation in the information shares, thus allowing us to capture intraday variation in the relative contributions of different trading venues to price discovery.
We examine the usefulness of our modeling approach by means of a simulation study and an empirical application. The simulation evidence demonstrates that our state space method generates accurate estimates for a wide range of settings with varying number of observations, securities and parameters of the time-varying information share model. As the range of tested parameters includes those obtained in our empirical study, the simulation results also support the validity of our approach in empirical research.
Our empirical study presents evidence for intraday variation in informed trading. We use Expedia quote data for the period July-December 2007, analyzed earlier by De Jong and Schotman (2010) in the case of constant information shares. The Expedia stock trades on a number of exchanges, including NASDAQ and the NYSE. We gather the exchanges on which the stock trades in three groups: NASDAQ, NYSE and "REST". The NASDAQ system and the NYSE provide overall the largest contributions to price discovery with average information shares of 61.9% and 27.7%, respectively. We find that the intraday patterns of information shares display strong fluctuations. The contribution to price discovery of the NYSE reaches as high as 70% (and thus overtakes NASDAQ for part of the day), while the share of NASDAQ drops as low as 20%. The estimated latent price innovation variance follows a U-shaped intraday pattern, which is consistent with the literature (see, e.g., Admati and Pfleiderer, 1988; Foster and Viswanathan, 1993; Slezak, 1994) : The average innovation variance in the first half hour is about five times larger than the rest of the day.
Lastly, we seek to explain why information shares vary so much throughout the trading day. Using a market share attraction model, we find that the number of trades, spreads and volatility have significant explanatory power for the dynamics of the relative information shares. These standard market quality measures explain 49.4% of the intraday variation.
Information shares have largest elasticities for quoted spreads and the number of trades of 100 stocks, the smallest possible trade size. A 1% decrease in quoted spreads leads to 1.9% and 2.3% increases in the information shares of the NYSE and the REST groups, respectively. Similarly, a 1% decrease in the number of trades with size 100 raises the shares of the NYSE and the NASDAQ by 0.9% and 1.5%, respectively. The amplification of a venue's relative information share with larger trades conforms with the informed trading literature (e.g., Hasbrouck, 1991; Madhavan and Smidt, 1991; Easley et al., 1997) . However, we do not observe a general monotonic relationship between trade sizes and informativeness as the most informative trades turn out to be mid-sized trades (from 200 to 500 stocks) in NASDAQ and large trades (above 500 stocks) in the NYSE.
Our work is related to a number of studies investigating price discovery via state space methods. Upper and Werner (2007) estimate a reduced-form VECM representation in the state space framework, while Frijns and Schotman (2009) and Korenok, Mizrach and Radchenko (2011) use directly the structural model of Hasbrouck in state space form, albeit not allowing for intraday variation in information shares. A closely related paper is Menkveld, Koopman and Lucas (2007) , who suggest a similar structural model in state space form that allows for time-variation in parameters throughout the day. Our set-up differs in three important respects. First, in their case the comparison is for overall variation in prices throughout the day for all markets an asset trades on, and not for price discovery across markets. A result is that they study variance ratios for different parts of the trading day (a time series aspect), and not price discovery measures across the various exchanges (a cross-sectional aspect) as we do. Second, their model is designed for lower intraday frequencies such as an hour, as they assume that the innovation in the latent efficient price is fully incorporated into the observed prices at each period (which is not plausible for higher intraday frequencies).
Third, we study the higher-frequency change in structural model parameters using flexible Fourier functions, while they focus on step functions to model time-variation.
The information share methodology of De Jong and Schotman (2010) that we use has several advantages over other measures in the literature. Hasbrouck (1995) estimates the contributions of each security to the variance of innovations in the latent price. Comparative studies, such as De Jong (2002) and Lehman (2002) , find this focus on variance more appropriate for price discovery measurement than the common factor decomposition of Gonzalo and Granger (1995) , as Harris, McInish and Wood (1997; 2002) do. The proposal of De Jong and Schotman (2010) similarly works at the variance level and resolves two main concerns about the Hasbrouck approach. Firstly, Hasbrouck information shares are not unique but they come in the form of a range, often with a substantial difference between the upper and lower boundaries.
1 Secondly, it relies on a reduced form estimation methodology which does not provide estimates of structural parameters.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the Unobserved
Components Model of Hasbrouck (1995) and De Jong and Schotman (2010) information shares, followed by our extension to capture intraday variation. Sections 3 provides simulation evidence for our methodology. Section 4 reports the empirical results, including the analysis of the determinants of the estimated intraday variation in information shares.
Section 5 concludes.
Measuring price discovery
This section presents the methodology to measure the contributions of different securities (or trading venues) to price discovery. Its three parts elaborate on the structural model of Hasbrouck (1995) , the information shares suggested by De Jong and Schotman (2010) , and our novel implementation of intraday time-variation under the state space framework, respectively.
The Unobserved Components Model
The structural model introduced by Hasbrouck (1995) lays the foundations for much of the present price discovery literature. In this framework, all observed security prices based on the same underlying asset (such as the observed prices on multiple exchanges of the same stock) are driven by one latent efficient price process (the unknown true price of that underlying stock). This latent price is defined as the end-of-period value of the asset conditional on all publicly available information at time t. Thus this price process satisfies the semi-strong form of market efficiency in line with the range of information it encompasses (Fama, 1970) . Since all public information is impounded in this latent price, the best prediction for the asset price in period t + 1 is the price at time t and therefore it is modeled as a random walk with stationary innovations r t . The observed asset prices deviate from this latent price with a stationary error term as long-term or unbounded deviations are ruled out by arbitrage relationships. Hence the Unobserved Components Model defines the natural logarithm of the observed asset price p i,t of each security i as the sum of the logarithm of the latent price p * t and stationary disturbance terms u i,t . In case of N observed prices, their relation with the latent price can be represented as
where p t is an N × 1 vector of log observed prices p i,t , u t is an N × 1 vector of stationary disturbance terms u i,t , p * t is the scalar latent efficient price, r t is the innovation in the latent price with mean zero and variance σ 2 r and ι is an N × 1 vector of ones.
The error terms in u t capture microstructure effects in the observed prices. It comprises two components distinguished by their correlation with the efficient price innovation r t . First, u i,t has an information-correlated pricing error component α i r t that captures dynamics such as adverse selection. The second error component e i,t is uncorrelated with information, but stems from factors such as noise trading or price discreteness. This idiosyncratic noise e i,t has mean zero and covariance matrix Ω, allowing for correlation in this noise component across observed prices. With these two components, the specification for the disturbance terms u i,t is:
where α is an N × 1 vector of α i 's, e t is an N × 1 vector of idiosyncratic noise e i,t with the N × N covariance matrix Ω, and Ψ is an N × N coefficients matrix. De Jong and Schotman (2010) propose the inclusion of the lagged noise e t−1 in the observed price dynamics in order to capture serial correlation in high-frequency intraday returns. From the definition of the disturbance term u i,t in (2), it follows that its covariance with the innovation in the efficient price is equal to
We provide a state space representation of the Unobserved Components Model in the Appendix. The state space system is estimated by Maximum Likelihood using the Kalman Filter. As the latent price p * t follows a random walk and to account for over-night price changes, we re-initialize p * t every day with a diffuse prior and exclude a number of initial observations from the likelihood maximization as these may be unreliable due to the initial convergence of the Kalman filter. 
De Jong-Schotman information shares
De Jong and Schotman (2010) propose a price discovery measure quantifying the explanatory power of changes in each of the observed security prices for the innovations in the latent price. The explanatory power of observed price changes is obtained by means of a regression framework. For this purpose, the total price innovation in period t is defined as
We may then consider the regression of the innovation in the latent price on the total innovations in individual prices, that is
where η t is the innovation in the latent price unrelated to innovations in market prices.
The regression coefficient γ is given by
where cov(r t , ν t ) = (ι + α)σ 2 r follows from (3) and Υ denotes the covariance matrix of ν t .
From (3) we also have
Using (5), the goodness-of-fit of the regression in (4) can be expressed as
This leads De Jong and Schotman (2010) to propose an information share for the i-th observed price, denoted IS i , with a partial R 2 interpretation, namely
The sum of these information shares, i.e. the R 2 of the regression, is not necessarily equal to one.
Computing the information shares IS i according to (7) obviously requires estimates of the parameters in the Unobserved Components Model in Equations (1) and (2). De Jong and Schotman (2010) present a GMM approach to obtain these. The auto-covariances of the observed returns provide the following moment conditions:
where ∆p t = p t − p t−1 . These conditions identify the parameters σ 2 r , Ω and α, but not γ.
Instead γ can be computed using Equations (5) and (6).
The information shares IS i defined in (7) improve on Hasbrouck's approach by providing unique measures of price discovery, while keeping a focus on the variance of the latent innovations. Hasbrouck (1995) and Ψ are much weaker, and the GMM framework offers tests to evaluate their validity.
Intraday variation in information shares
Time-variation in the information shares IS i in (7) Intraday volatility is documented to follow an inverted J-shape or a U-shape pattern during trading hours (Wood, McInish and Ord, 1985; Lockwood and Linn, 1990) . On the one hand, a number of asymmetric information models noted this pattern as an empirical prediction for markets with informed and uninformed traders (Admati and Pfleiderer, 1988; Foster and Viswanathan, 1993; Slezak, 1994) . On the other hand, Hsieh and Kleidon (1996) document several dynamics unrelated to informed trading which aid to the formation of this intraday volatility pattern. The main area of contention lies on whether the start and the end of the day have higher levels of information absorption into prices and if this is accompanied with higher or lower amounts of noise.
Given these theoretical and empirical claims for the intraday variation of informed and noise trading, a natural way to model intraday variation in price discovery is making both the innovation and the noise variances time-varying. 3 We implement time-variation using a combination of flexible Fourier trigonometric functions and a polynomial (Andersen et al., 2001; Gallant, 1981) . The variance entries ζ 2 t have the form of the variances at the start and end of the day. This is avoided by complementing it with the polynomial component. We select P and Q using the Schwarz Information Criteria.
The flexible Fourier specification has several advantages over alternative specifications for capturing time-variation in parameters. A first, simpler, alternative would be to use step functions. A disadvantage of the step function approach is that it generates unlikely jumps between consecutive time periods. Moreover, it introduces the challenge of choosing the number of periods and optimizing period lengths, because assuming them to be equal in length may be too restrictive. A second alternative is to use spline functions instead of the flexible Fourier. Also here a challenge is that of finding the right number of knots for the spline and the precise knot locations.
In this time-varying setting, we can evaluate the effect of changes in the innovation and noise variances on the information share by rewriting the regression coefficient γ in (5) as
This expression shows that the information share is shaped by a time-varying noise-toinnovation ratio. An increase in the innovation variance σ 2 r boosts all information shares IS i,t . Therefore both individual information shares and the total explanatory power of observed securities are amplified. By contrast, an increase in a noise variance ω 2 i,t for asset price i reduces the corresponding information share as well as the total explanatory power of all observed prices.
It is useful to note that the specification in (11) assumes the intraday pattern to be constant across the days under consideration. Therefore it suits best to the investigation of price discovery during recurring events like financial announcements. As such days may not be abundant, in the simulation study of Section 3.2 we reduce the number of days down to 10 to show that our methodology remains accurate even under such a data scarcity.
Finally, introducing time-variation in the error variances as in (11) 
Simulation study
In this section we provide simulation evidence for the ability of the proposed modeling framework to capture intraday variation in price discovery. where the data generating process (DGP) differs from the model that is actually estimated.
Comparison of GMM and state space methods
We design our simulations and choose parameter values in the DGP to mimic an empirical setting in order to demonstrate the relevance of our results for empirical work. As a benchmark case, we simulate observed prices of three securities and a latent price process over 100 days with 391 intraday observations using Equations (1) and (2). This corresponds to data sampled at a 1-minute frequency for a trading day between 9:30h and 16:00h. We take the noise covariance matrix Ω and the matrix of lagged noise coefficients Ψ as diagonal. 
Capturing time-variation with the state space method
We now advance to testing our state space approach in the measurement of intraday variation in price discovery. Following Section 2.3, we allow for variation in the innovation and noise variances with the same pattern repeating each day. As before series for three securities are simulated for 100 days with 391 intraday observations to correspond again to data sampled at 1-minute frequency spanning from 9:30h to 16:00h. The variances now fluctuate following a flexible Fourier form complemented with a polynomial function, as given in Equation (11). In the benchmark DGP, each variance specification consists of 10 (1) and (2). Panel A reports the summary statistics for each information share. The first column denotes the information shares for each of the simulated stocks calculated using the data generating process (DGP) parameter values. For each of the information share estimates the mean and standard deviations over all simulations are given. The results are based on 100 simulations from the corresponding data generating process. Panel B provides a more concise summary of the information share results and also provides information for the parameter estimates. The presented data consists of the means (RMSE) and of the standard deviations (SD) of root mean squared errors of the parameter estimates and the information shares. The results are based on 100 simulations from the corresponding data generating process. The mean absolute difference of the lowest and highest estimates from the true values is also modest at 2.8%.
We evaluate a number of variations in the DGP settings, with results shown in Table 2 .
Specifically, we consider varying the number of days in the sample, varying the number of observations per day (the observation frequency), the number of series, the number of flexible First consider the RMSE results of the benchmark case, corresponding to the information shares of Figure 1 , to provide a context to evaluate the variations in Table 2 . The information shares have a mean RMSE of 1.3% with a standard deviation of 1.0%. We observe an expected but limited decline of estimation accuracy compared to the constant case of Section 3.1, where the mean RMSE is 0.7% with a standard deviation of 0.5%. Table 2 shows that a decrease in the amount of data has only a limited worsening effect on the information share estimates. Reducing the number of days from 100 to 10 increases the mean RMSE of the information shares from 1.3% to 5.8%. Likewise reducing the number of intraday observations from 771 to 71 raises the mean RMSE from 0.9% to 4.4%. These results suggest that our method can still effectively capture intraday patterns even with a limited amount of data. Similarly, estimation results improve with the number of observed price series. An increase from 2 to 5 series reduces the mean RMSE's from 3.7% to 0.6%.
Adding more flexible Fourier sets or increasing the polynomial order in the variance specifications increases both the complexity of the pattern to be estimated and the estimation uncertainty, but this has only a weakly worsening effect on estimation accuracy. The increase of the polynomial order from 1 to 4 adds 12 more parameters, but the mean information share RMSE rises only from 1.3% to 2.0%. Similarly, the increase of the Fourier sets from 5 to 20 adds a far higher 120 parameters, yet the RMSE increase is only from 0.9% to 1.8%.
Capturing time-variation with a misspecified model
In this last part of our simulation study, we consider the effects of differences between specifications of the DGP and the model that is actually estimated. Firstly, we estimate DGP's with variances following a flexible Fourier form using models in the same form, but with correct and incorrect numbers of Fourier sets. Secondly, we introduce a state space model with a step function specification for the time-variation in variances and compare the estimation accuracy across models with and without time-varying variances. 
Intraday variation of price discovery in the Expedia stock
We apply our methodology in an empirical setting involving prices of the Expedia stock Part of the favorable performance of our methodology comes from the superiority of the maximum likelihood estimation over GMM when the estimation model is correctly specified. However the constant state space estimates remain considerably more accurate than the GMM estimates even if the model is misspecified, i.e. the DGP has time-varying variances and the estimation model has constant ones.
intraday time-variation in price discovery via the state space approach. Section 4.4 presents an investigation into the reasons for information shares varying within the day.
Data and summary statistics
We examine the prices of the Expedia stock over 127 trading days from July 2 until December 28, 2007. The stock trades from 9:30h to 16:00h (New York time) at a number of exchanges. Our high-frequency data set consists of all quotes on all these exchanges, as obtained from the Trades And Quotes (TAQ) database. We use the midquote prices to avoid the bid-ask bounce present in transaction prices. The TAQ database time-stamps the quotes to the nearest second. For each second we determine the best bid and ask prices according to the procedure outlined in Hasbrouck (2010) . We sample the data at the 1-minute frequency by using the midquote at the end of each minute.
We first consider the overall price movements of the Expedia stock over our sample period. and $35 in the half year we consider. There are some jumps in the price series, which all correspond to large overnight returns.
Next, we arrange the data into three groups according to quote origin as in De Jong and Schotman (2010) . We consider the NASDAQ group (NASD), the NYSE and NYSE Arca group (NYSE) and the remaining exchanges (REST). This grouping aids both to the model parsimony in estimation and in the interpretation of the results. In Figure 3 we present the distribution of the number of quotes across the three groups. The NASDAQ system generates a particularly large share of the activity: Quotes from the NASDAQ (TAQ codes Q, T, or D) comprise 50% of the data. The other half is divided between the NYSE and NYSE Arca (TAQ codes N and P) with 17.6% and the rest coming from mainly the NSX (TAQ code C) with 22.8% and the CBOE (TAQ codes I and W) with 9.6%. This ranking between relative quote volumes is quite stable across the considered time period (top panel Fig. 2 
. The Movements of the Expedia Stock
The figure shows the value of the Expedia stock over the 127 trading days from July to December 2007. The left axis is the price in USD and the bottom axis gives the days. The data is sampled at 1-minute frequency.
of Figure 3 ) as well as throughout the trading day (bottom panel).
Constant information shares
We estimate the Unobserved Components Model with constant information shares as given by Equations (1) and (2) using both the GMM and state space methods. As the simulation study of Section 3.1 indicates, only small differences may be expected in results.
The difference mainly stems from the different data requirements and treatment of overnight returns. The covariance matrices that serve as the input for the GMM method are computed via log price differences and exclude overnight returns. In contrast, the state space uses directly the log prices and excludes not only overnight returns but also the first 11 of 391 intraday observations when calculating the likelihood.
The results of the GMM and state space approaches are reported in panels A and B of 
. The Distribution of Quotes
The figures depict the distribution of Expedia quotes across the time interval of trading days and throughout the hours of a trading day. We consider three groups of exchanges: the NASD group (TAQ codes T and D), the NYSE group (TAQ code P), and the REST (TAQ codes B, C, I, M, W and X). The first figure displays the total number of daily quotes coming from each of the three groups, and the second one presents the average number of quotes for each 15 minutes of a trading day. This table presents the state space and GMM estimation results for the Expedia stock. The estimates belong to the vector α, the variance of latent price innovations σ 2 r , the idiosyncratic covariance matrix Ω and the information shares (IS). Panel A reports the GMM estimates under the diagonality restrictions on Ω and Ψ. Equations (8), (9) and (10) The estimates point to several properties of the price discovery process. The small estimates of α suggest that price innovations are almost fully incorporated within a minute. Also the noise in observed price changes is relatively small compared to genuine innovations, with the innovation variance being about 20 times higher than the mean noise variance. Lastly, the estimates of the diagonal elements of Ψ imply only a modest level of autocorrelation in the one-minute returns.
In terms of information shares both methods support that NASD dominates its main competitor, NYSE, with 52.5% against 40.9% based on the GMM estimates and with 53.9% against 39.5% based on the state space results. However the NYSE prices are very informative relative to their 17.6% share in quote volumes. By contrast, the combination of NSX and CBOE with respective volumes of 22.8% and 9.6% generates only 6% of the price discovery in the Expedia stock.
The differences in the information shares across the estimation methods stem mainly from the estimates of the idiosyncratic error variances in Ω. The negligible effect of the differences in σ 2 r estimates can be observed from the sum of information shares, which is very similar across methods. As Equations (7) and (12) show, elements of α are summed with one in the formula for the information shares. Thus the differences of α estimates across methods have a negligible influence on the information shares, because they are very close to each other and to zero. As Equation (12) shows, the diagonal elements of the Ψ matrix are squared to compute the information shares, reducing their overall impact to almost nil. Therefore we observe that the (differences in) information shares are inversely proportional related to the (differences in) noise variance estimates.
Time-varying information shares
We model the variation in the innovation and noise variances as a deterministic timevarying function as discussed in Section 2.3. We estimate a model where these variances vary according to the flexible Fourier form complemented with a polynomial function, as given in Equation (11). To decide on the degree of the polynomial (denoted with P ) and the number of Fourier sets (Q) we start with the model with the smallest number of parameters:
a model with a polynomial of order one and without any flexible Fourier sets (P = 1 and Q = 0). We then increase P and Q, while checking if the direction of increase leads to an improvement in the Schwarz Information Criteria.
A strict adherence to the information criteria does however not yield a final choice, mainly because the overlap of many intraday patterns across this half-a-year-long data set creates very complex intraday dynamics. 10 As the improvements in the information criteria with each new flexible Fourier set gets smaller after 6 sets and the estimated pattern is stabilized, we decide on a specification with 10 Fourier sets and a first-order polynomial (P = 1, Q = 10), resulting in 94 parameters in total: three α i 's, three diagonal elements in Ψ, and four variances with 22 parameters each. Further on, we also study the effect of choosing a bigger number of Fourier sets on the information shares. we use simulations to obtain these curves. We generate 50, 000 draws from the asymptotic distribution of the parameter estimates and report highest density interval bounds for the variances and information shares containing 95% of these simulation results. The estimated innovation variance curve follows a pronounced U-shaped pattern. This pattern has a sound theoretical basis, as the informed trading literature documents such a U-shaped intraday innovation variance with a big peak at the start of the day (Admati and Pfleiderer, 1988; Foster and Viswanathan, 1993; Slezak, 1994) . The noise variance estimates of the NYSE and REST groups also follow similar U-shaped patterns. As shown in Figure 4 , the innovation and noise variance results have quite tight highest density intervals. The mean absolute 10 In smaller samples, on the other hand, the improvement in the information criteria ceases at reasonable parameter numbers. In a separate analysis, available upon request, we divide our data set into six monthly periods and for four months the pattern converges under 10 flexible Fourier sets and for the other two under 20 sets. difference between the bounds and the maximum likelihood estimates of the variances is merely 0.017 which corresponds to 1.8% of the mean estimates. Figure 5 presents the resulting time-varying information shares computed according to Equations (5) and (6) using the constant estimates of α and the diagonal elements of Ψ, and the time-varying variance estimates. The figure displays strong variation in information shares throughout the day. On average, the NASD is the biggest contributor to price discovery followed by the NYSE and then the REST group. This result is consistent with the findings of the constant information share case in Section 4.2. In addition, we however see that the NYSE group leads over NASD for 68 minutes dispersed across the trading day.
The remaining mostly regional exchanges in the REST group are never a strong alternative venue for the incorporation of new information. At the same time they are also not totally negligible with a maximum share of 29.3% and shares above 20% for 30 minutes.
In line with the variance estimates, the information share estimates in Figure 5 also have narrow highest density intervals. The mean absolute difference between the interval bounds and the estimates amounts to 6.8%. It is noteworthy that especially the nearly total dominance of the NASD group from 13:00h to 14:30h and at the end of the trading day has wider-than-average bounds.
Figure 6 presents our information share estimates in bounds of minimum and maximum estimates from models of 10 to 15 flexible Fourier sets. The model with 10 Fourier sets looks quite representative, given that the mean absolute difference between the interval bounds and the estimates is equal to 13.1% for the NYSE, 15.2% for the NASD, and 3.9% for the REST, which are considerably lower than the fluctuations of the estimates themselves. Interestingly the bounds of minimum and maximum estimates in Figure 6 show a similar pattern to the highest density intervals by increasing in the afternoon, particularly from 13:00h to 14:30h and just before the day end. The difference reaches 19.1% for the NYSE and 20.5% for the NASD in the last three trading hours, while they are 7.6% for the NYSE, 10.3% for the NASD before 13:00h.
Fig. 4. Intraday Variation in Innovation and Noise Variances
The figure displays innovation and noise variance estimates from the flexible Fourier model with their 95% highest density intervals in respectively thick and thin lines. The Fourier model consists of 10 Fourier sets and a polynomial of order one, leading to 94 parameters. The distribution of the variance estimates is approximated by 50, 000 simulations using the parameter estimates from the state space framework and their covariance matrix. In cases where the distributions have more than one peak the lowest and the highest bounds are taken.
Fig. 5. Intraday Variation in Information Shares
The figure displays information share estimates with their 95% highest density intervals in respectively thick and thin lines. They shaded ares show when an exchange group has the highest information share. The Fourier model consists of 10 Fourier sets and a polynomial of order one. The distribution of the variance estimates is approximated by 50, 000 simulations using the parameter estimates from the state space framework and their covariance matrix. In cases where the distributions have more than one peak the lowest and the highest bounds are taken.
Fig. 6. Variation of Information Shares depending on the Number of Flexible Fourier Sets
The figure displays the range of information share estimates for 10 to 15 Flexible Fourier sets. The thick line gives the estimates with 10 Flexible Fourier sets and the thin lines give the minimum and the maximum of all estimates across this range. Table 4 allows the comparison of the results of the time-varying model with those of the constant case, reporting daily averages of the time-varying variances and information shares. The resemblance of the information share estimates stems from the similarity in the structural parameters. State space estimates have nearly identical values for both constant and time-varying models and they are at least qualitatively similar to those of the GMM method. Among the elements of the vector α, the diagonals of the noise covariance matrix Ω and of the matrix of lagged noise coefficients Ψ, the NASD group has the lowest parameter, followed by the NYSE and the REST. The conclusion is that at the daily level the same insights are learned from the constant and time-varying information share case, but that the time-varying case provides important additional insights at the intraday level.
Panel C of

What drives the intraday variation in information shares?
We conclude our empirical analysis by exploring which market features can explain the intraday variation of the information shares of the NASD, NYSE and REST exchanges for the Expedia stock as reported in Figure 5 . We use a market share attraction model (Cooper and Nakanishi, 1988) to relate the dynamics of the estimated information share to market characteristics such as trade activity, liquidity and volatility.
Market share attraction models provide an effective framework to analyze the driving factors behind information shares. Just like the change of market shares in relation to the ability of companies to attract customers, the ability of a trading to venue to attract informed trading shapes its information share. Market share attraction models also offer a gain in efficiency over separate regressions, as we can consider the determinants of the information shares for all exchanges simultaneously and in a consistent manner, as explained below.
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Market share attraction models are based on the notion of a latent 'attraction' of a brand or company or, as in our case, a trading venue. The attraction of exchange i at time t is defined as
where x k,j,t is the value of the k th explanatory variable of exchange j at time t, β k,j,i denotes the effect of this explanatory variable on the attraction of exchange i, I is the number of exchanges and K is the number of explanatory variables for each exchange. The function f (·) denotes a particular transformation of the explanatory variable x k,j,t . We return to this below. The model is completed by setting the observed information share of exchange i at time t equal to its attraction relative to the sum of all attractions, that is,
We limit ourselves to the two most popular specifications of the function f (·) in (13).
These are the identity function, i.e. f (x k,j,t ) = x k,j,t , and the exponential transformation, i.e.
f (x k,j,t ) = exp(x k,j,t ). The first specification results in the so-called Multiplicative Competitive Interaction (MCI) specification, while the latter leads to the Multinomial Logit (MNL) specification. These two specifications differ in terms of the implied elasticities of the information shares with respect to the explanatory variables. Under the MCI specification the elasticity of information share i to the k th explanatory variable of exchange j at the minute t is given by
while the elasticity for the MNL specification is
12 Note that this implies that the information shares always sum to unity at each point in time. This need not necessarily hold for the information shares of De Jong and Schotman (2010) as defined in Equation (7). Although in our empirical application the mean of the sum of information shares is very close to 1 with 99.4% (see Table 4 ), we therefore normalize the information share estimates for the remainder of the analysis.
In words, the MCI specification implies a monotonic decline in the elasticity with increasing values of the explanatory variable. The MNL specification on the other hand permits the increase of elasticity up to a certain level before a decline sets in (Cooper, 1993) . This difference thus is mostly relevant when considering the elasticities for small values of the explanatory variables.
In our implementation of the MSA model, we consider the number of trades, quoted spreads and volatility as explanatory variables for the information shares. Considering that the information share of an exchange would be more susceptible to changes in quoted spreads and volatility when these two have small values, we model quoted spreads and volatility using the MCI specification. By contrast changes in the number of trades would not matter at small values and therefore we use the MNL specification for the number of trades. For each of these three variables we consider the average value in minute t over all days in the sample.
For the quoted spread we take the average difference between the bid and ask within the minute. For volatility we use the square root of the mean squared difference between the first trade prices of consecutive minutes across trading days.
In order to estimate the model parameters, we may take one of the exchanges as the benchmark (labeled "b") and rewrite the model as a set of I − 1 equations given by
, and we have assumed that the first l explanatory variables enter the model with an MNL specification and the remaining K − l explanatory variables are included with an MCI specification. The complete system has (I − 1) · (1 + I · K) parameters, which can be estimated by OLS (Fok, Franses and Paap, 2002) . Note that only differences of the coefficients β k,j,i can be identified. As shown by Cooper and Nakanishi (1988) , this is however sufficient to completely identify the elasticities given in Equations (15) and (16).
Panel A of Table 5 shows that standard market quality variables can explain a sizable portion of the intraday variation in information shares. The adjusted R 2 's of the regression is 44.3%. We observe a negative relationship between the number of trades and information shares for all exchanges. This is somewhat surprising, as it indicates the information share becomes lower if a market has a relatively high number of trades. To examine this further, we turn to the trade size effect in more detail later. The table also shows that information shares have a negative relationship with quoted spreads. This implies that relatively narrower bidask spreads accelerate price discovery. The effect is particularly strong for the NYSE and the REST groups where a 1% decrease in quoted spreads increases the information shares by 1.56% and 2.47 % respectively. Volatility, on the other hand, has a mildly negative effect on the shares of the NASD and the REST, but a considerably strong positive one to the NYSE. As volatility incorporates both noise and innovations, such an ambiguous result is understandable.
Cross-elasticities imply that the NYSE and the REST act like complimentary goods, while the NASD is a subtitute for both of them. All variables have elasticities with the identical signs and arguably similar magnitudes to the information shares of the NYSE and the REST, while they have the opposite signs for the NASD. The analogy of complimentarity/substitution is particularly appropriate for the elasticities to quoted spreads, because these can be interpreted as a proxy for transaction costs which represent the price of choosing to trade in a particular exchange.
To examine the coefficient on the market-specific number of trades in more detail, we split the ratio of the number of trades into five groups according to their sizes. The five groups are: Number of trades with size not greater than 100 (comprising 66.7% of all trades), above 100 and less than or equal to 200 (18.5%), above 200 and less than or equal to 300 (5.8%), above 300 and less than or equal to 500 (4.8%), and above 500 (4.3%).
13 In this manner we evaluate the effect of trade size on price informativeness.
Table 5. Elasticities of Information Shares to Market Variables
Panels A and B show the means of minute-level elasticities of the information shares to market variables. We estimate the coefficients of the market share attraction model via OLS using the set of equations (17) and compute the daily elasticity series in Equations (16) and (15). Panel A has the number of trades for each minute as the first variable of each set of explanatory variables from the three exchange groups, while in Panel B this value is split into 5 groups for trades with size 100, bigger than 100 and lesser than or equal to 200, bigger than 200 and lesser than or equal to 300, bigger than 300 and lesser than or equal to 500, and above 500. In both panels these are followed by quoted spreads and volatility. Lastly, we report the adjusted R 2 and the number of observations used in the original regression. The negative elasticities to the number of trades seems to be mostly driven by trades that are in the smallest trade categories, as 85.2% of the trades have quantities lower than or equal to 200 which have a negative relationship with price informativeness. However the results for trades with higher sizes differs across exchanges. In the NYSE only the number of trades with sizes above 500 have a positive relationship with information shares, while for the NASD mid-sized trades ranging from 200 to 500 are more informative.
Conclusion
This paper proposes a novel approach to measure the contribution to price discovery made by different observed security prices, with an explicit focus on capturing intraday dynamics in information shares. We use a state space representation of the Hasbrouck (1995) Unobserved
Components Model. We introduce intraday time-variation in De Jong and Schotman (2010) information shares by allowing for time-varying volatilities of the efficient price innovations and idiosyncratic noise, using flexible Fourier specifications.
Our simulation study displays the capability of our method in capturing intraday dynamics of price discovery for typical data sets used in the market microstructure literature.
Across a wide range of settings and parameter configurations it consistently provides accurate estimates of the models structural parameters and the associated information shares.
In our empirical analysis we examine the Expedia stock trading in multiple exchanges.
We gather these exchanges in three groups by quote origin: NASDAQ-related, NYSE-related and other exchanges. We observe that most of the new information is incorporated into prices via the first two groups, particularly by the NASDAQ system. However, exchanges related to NYSE also lead the price discovery at various parts of the trading day. We find that a number of market quality variables can explain almost half of of the intraday variation in information shares. The number of trades, spreads and volatility have a significant effect on price discovery.
Our state space methodology advances the information shares literature to the investigation of intraday dynamics. In present-day financial markets the incorporation of news into prices takes minutes, if not seconds, and also access to high frequency data gets easier. These factors provide a fertile ground for the application of our methodology to contemporary issues in price discovery.
Appendix: The state space representation of the
Unobserved Components Model
In the state space form, the Unobserved Components Model given in Equations (1) and (2) can be represented by these two equations: 
